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Abstract

This paper proposes a DC microgrid system, comprising multiple locally available renewable energy sources in an off-grid rural community, based on a commissioned field study carried out in a rural, off-grid village in Nepal, which has solar and wind resource available. Using estimated solar data for the site’s location, wind data measured locally, household and population data collected over the course of several months and typical measured domestic demand profiles, DC microgrid system models have been constructed using HOMER and Simulink software to represent the DC system proposed.

This work is innovative in using a range of on-site data collected and measured locally in a commissioned field study carried out over several months to quantify current local resources and loads and estimating future ones based on the local population’s current economic and domestic activities, and intended ones. This data is used in determining both the optimal size of the generation and storage elements through HOMER based on long term system behaviour, and to model shorter term system response to changes in generation and load using Simulink, ensuring system stability and grid voltage is maintained. Further novel aspects of this study are that power flow is controlled using adaptive DC droop control on each individual energy source to enable optimal power sharing with minimum power dissipation across distribution lines, and the droop control has been further adapted to the case of storage which can act as a source or a load.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Of the 1.2 billion people who do not have access to electricity, nearly 85% are in rural areas [1], and most of these will require off-grid solutions to achieve the U.N.’s goal of universal energy access by 2030 [2]. For these solutions, renewable generation technologies are often the most appropriate, as they are sustainable and allow local power generation without any requirement for external energy supply. Off-grid renewable solutions are normally on an individual household scale, such as the Solar-Home System (SHS), or community scale solutions, where a single resource powers multiple households such as a micro-hydro scheme. Microgrids have emerged as an opportunity to connect multiple sources and loads that are in close geographic proximity, and can be either grid-connected or islanded.

Both AC- and DC-based microgrids have been investigated [3], with benefits and drawbacks to each type of system. AC networks are often implemented, as they replicate the standard electrical distribution system, with their technology understood, able to change voltage levels simply to transmit longer distances, and a well-developed supply chain of end-use equipment. However, DC microgrids have advantages of simpler control with no requirement for synchronisation, and are able to integrate renewable sources such as photovoltaics and battery storage easier than AC networks, can produce systems with lower losses due to the ability to dispense with AC-DC power conversion and as such are being increasingly investigated [4], [5]. Primary control for DC microgrids can be based on droop mechanisms, where the output voltage of a source reduces as the power demand increases, mimicking grid attributes [3]. This can be achieved artificially through power electronic interfaces so that power flow can be balanced autonomously between sources without central control, with further levels of control added as required [6]. Additional control levels can be included in the grid system, to support
maintaining voltage and frequency of the grid, coordinating the actions of several generation, storage
and load units within the system [3] [7].

There are many different software packages that can be used to evaluate hybridised energy, with the
National Renewable Energy Laboratory’s Hybrid Optimization Model for Electric Renewables (HOMER)
being the most popular for whole energy system analysis [8]. HOMER is a whole energy system
modelling tool, with an economic analyser to optimise and assess the financial viability of a system
design. However, the number of inputs in hybrid system is limited within the software, and it is unable
to model the system at a detailed level to evaluate different control schemes or rapid load changes to
evaluate rapid system response. There are many papers that design microgrid systems using HOMER,
such as [9-11], developing an optimised system design based on local parameters. Studies such as
[12] [13] have used linear programming techniques within Matlab to develop the microgrid model and
evaluate their performance in relation to the dynamic performance, requiring mathematically-derived
models of each individual component within the system. More simply, Matlab’s Simulink has been used
by numerous studies, such as [14] [15] [16], to model control and dynamic performance of microgrid
systems successfully, but without the ability to optimise the system design for overall performance or
economic sustainability. Several studies have used both these two software packages, such as [17-19],
using HOMER to size, optimise and evaluating the overall system performance, whilst using Simulink
to control the system [17], perform a load analysis [18], or understand the complimentary nature of the
different resources on the system [19]. These works however do not combine data collected from off-
grid communities collected through social surveys, with system simulation at a low level, and overall
system design optimisation.

Several studies have considered different control regimes and design rules for off-grid and grid-
connected DC microgrids. [20] and [21] review the general themes of microgrid topology, control and
protection systems, comparing AC and DC systems and their relative advantages and drawbacks,
providing pilot study data and information, and concluding that standardisation, cost reduction, and
optimising system management will be key to improving their future market penetration. The
standardisation of control structures for microgrids has been approached by [3], to develop a more
formal hierarchical control structure to allow for integration across multiple platforms. [22] discusses the
design of a hybrid photovoltaic, wind and fuel cell topology that is grid-connected, managing the load
by using standard proportional-integral controllers along with perturb and observe algorithms for
maximum power point tracking. This DC microgrid control feeds onto a fixed bus, and exports all power
onto an AC grid, and so the control involved no supply-demand management on the grid, or storage
control. [23] develops a higher-level control system, using cost as a basis of generation source
scheduling, and utilising a standard linear droop control to implement power sharing between sources.

This paper proposes and simulates a multi-source modular DC microgrid system in which the sources
interfaced with the DC grid are managed via droop control with intended implementation in village in
Nepal as a specific case study. The novelty of this work is a through the combination of real energy
source and load data, population and social data with short and long-term energy modelling, to assess
DC system control and proposed capacity to enable a realistic prediction of energy provision.
Specifically, (1) bespoke energy source and demand data has been measured and collected on the
authors’ behalf locally over the course of several months and social surveys carried out to assess site’s
and population’s renewable resources and energy needs. (2) This measured data has informed
simulations, to account for short term (at a scale of minutes and hours) for system specification and
control strategies. This includes a novel adaptive DC droop control operating on individual energy
sources acting as an energy source or sink, to minimise system transmission losses. Additionally, (3)
longer term measurements at hourly intervals over a number of months (e.g. local wind measurements
undertaken) have been used in conjunction with measured data on population, questionnaires and
predicted demands, in order to model requirements for capacity and storage over the course of a year.

Section 2 describes the overall system layout and design; Section 3 details the case study site; Section
4 describes the construction of the model microgrid in Simulink for system parameters and droop
control. Section 5 presents sizing analyses of the system using HOMER software, presenting and
discussing the results from the case study site and demonstrating the improved site performance.
2. DC MICROGRID SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The DC microgrid architecture applied in this study links together sources, storage and loads in a common location; the sources, storage and loads can be scattered across the implementation area, as shown diagrammatically in Figure 1.

![Diagram of off-grid distributed DC multi-source, multi-load system.](image)

As illustrated in Figure 1, it is intended that each source or storage element is connected onto the grid through a modular power electronic interface comprising maximum power point tracking (MPPT) or charge control as a first stage and droop control as a second stage. The droop control stage on each source or storage element regulates the voltage of that source to the grid level within the permissible DC grid voltage range set out in Table 4, by using droop control to manage the power flow onto the grid.

Droop control is used to control the power flow of the system without the need for communication between sources. For DC systems, the converter measures its output power or current and adjusts the output voltage. This is typically implemented as a linear relationship [3] illustrated in Fig 2 (a); thus, for sources that are separated by transmission and distribution lines, there is a trade-off between voltage regulation and power sharing. However, a system was proposed in [24], which uses a non-linear droop curve, shown in Fig 2 (b). This allows for good power sharing at low and high power, whilst minimising change in grid voltage. As with a linear droop scheme, a non-linear droop control system can be scaled dependent on the ratio of available power to maximum power [25]. In this work, the non-linear droop control applied to sources in [24] has been extended and adapted for use with a storage element. As shown in Fig. 2 (c), the droop control voltage demand is offset on the horizontal axis to allow an element that absorbs current to accommodate charging, as well as acting as a current source during discharge. This allows the storage element to recharge the storage system at times of low system load, and discharge the battery when there is high demand. As with the wind and solar sources, the droop curve for storage can be scaled as a proportion of storage state-of-charge, allowing the system to adapt to instantaneous conditions.
The droop gradient used in linear droop control is defined mathematically by the voltage regulation boundaries for a system ($V_{NOM}$ and $V_{RATED}$) and the output power or output current range from the device, as shown in Equation 1

$$m = \frac{V_{RATED} - V_{NOM}}{I_{RATED}}$$

where $m$ is the droop gradient, $V_{NOM}$ is the nominal (maximum) voltage in the system, $V_{RATED}$ is the rated (minimum) voltage in the system and $I_{RATED}$ is the rated (maximum) output current from the device.

When this altered to a bi-directional system, for energy storage or grid interface, then the rated current can be either supplied or sunk into the device, so the gradient is half the unidirectional value.

For non-linear droop control, the equations from [24] have been extended in this work to enable a storage element to act as a current source or sink. Thus, the revised equation for a reference voltage based on non-linear droop becomes Eqn (2) where $m$ is the arc constant and $\alpha$ is the arc coefficient.
\[ V_{\text{ref}} = V_{\text{NOM}} - m(I + I_{\text{RATED}})^a \]  

(2)

The revised arc constant for source and sink non-linear regulation is expressed as in Eqn.(3).

\[ m = \frac{V_{\text{NOM}} - V_{\text{RATED}}}{(2I_{\text{RATED}})^a} \]  

(3)

In order to calculate the droop gain (Rd) at any point in the droop curve, this is calculated by taking the derivative of the reference voltage with respect to current, Eqn (4).

\[ R_d = \frac{\delta V_{\text{ref}}}{\delta I} = -ma(I + I_{\text{RATED}})^{a-1} \]  

(4)

The droop gain can therefore be expressed in terms of rated current and voltage as in Eqn (5)

\[ R_d = -a\frac{(V_{\text{NOM}} - V_{\text{RATED}})(I + I_{\text{RATED}})^{a-1}}{(2I_{\text{RATED}})^a} \]  

(5)

The equivalent voltage shifting along the axis that can be calculated by intersecting the equivalent droop line at a specific operating point with the voltage axis equivalent to -IRATED can be expressed as in Eqn (6)

\[ \Delta V = \frac{(a - 1)(V_{\text{NOM}} - V_{\text{RATED}})(I + I_{\text{RATED}})^a}{(2I_{\text{RATED}})^a} \]  

(6)

The revised coefficient for the non-linear source and sink curve is expressed as in Eqn (7)

\[ a = \frac{2R_{d\text{max}}I_{\text{RATED}}}{V_{\text{NOM}} - V_{\text{RATED}}} \]  

(7)

These equations derive the curve shown in Figure 2 (c).

3. CASE STUDY SITE: RUKSIBHANJYANG VILLAGE, MITYAL VDC, NEPAL

3.1 Site Information

A case study example is used to demonstrate the DC microgrid system described in Section 2. The site selected is Ruksibhanjang, Mityal VDC, Palpa, Nepal, which is shown in Fig. 3, where a field study has been carried out by a Nepalese partner NGO called “People, Energy & Environment Development Association” (PEEDA) [26] to determine the energy needs of this community. PEEDA have been operating since 1997 and have considerable experience in assessment and practical implementation of microgrids [27]. This site was chosen as a case study because it is an off-grid community with scope for implementing both solar and wind energy sources for a combination of commercial and residential applications and as such provides an opportunity to investigate the challenges of combining these sources in a single DC microgrid system. The community aim is generate their own powe through renewable sources, so they can control the cost of the system, and will not be subject to the fuel supply chain which is often disrupted.

The most pertinent local site details for Ruksibhanjang village are set out in Table. 1. The field study assessed both the existing and potential expansion of off-grid supply sources, and provided background information to assist in assessing the future demand and installation requirements for a microgrid in this area. Specifically, the predictions of local energy needs are based on data and local population questionnaires and local resource (wind) data collected locally by PEEDA over the course of several months. The population numbers are based on headcounts carried out in Ruksibhanjang village. The energy requirements reflect those domestic and economic activities currently carried out by the case study community plus those would be carried out if their energy needs were met. In its site report [26] PEEDA has recommended the installation of a hybrid wind and solar system (Table 1) with a similar percentage mix of sources similar to the successful microgrid installation in December 2011 in Dhaubadi.
village in the Nawalparasi district of Nepal. In Dhaubadi, two 5 kW wind turbines together with 2 kW of solar power were installed to meet the village’s electricity demand of 43.6 kWh per day [26]. PEEDA have recommended a slightly larger renewable installation in the case of Ruksibhanjyang.

PEEDA’s study of Ruksibhanjyang was conducted in 2016, the only renewable energy supply was a solar power system installed on the school and connected to 54 surrounding households. It should be noted that no specific storage system or size was recommended as part of PEEDA’s field study, but appropriate storage will be required to match the demand throughout the day, which is investigated further in Section 4.

Proposed locations
1. Power house
2. Solar farm
3. Wind turbine

Fig. 3. Ruksibhanjyang, Mityal VDC, Palpa, Nepal (Map [28], Satellite Imagery [29]).
Table 1 – Summary of Information from Field Study Site in Nepal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Site name</th>
<th>Ruksibhanjyang, Mityal VDC, Palpa, Nepal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Site name</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ruksibhanjyang, Mityal VDC, Palpa, Nepal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-ordinates</td>
<td>27°46’ N 83°55’E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevation above sea level</td>
<td>957 metres</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of households (population)</td>
<td>54 (300)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available renewable energy sources</td>
<td>Solar, wind</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currently installed renewable power</td>
<td>Average Solar Home System 39 W (min 10 W, max. 180W), 2.4 kW solar system on school</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currently installed non-renewable power</td>
<td>Commercial - Rice mill diesel engine 7.4 kW Domestic – wood, liquid petroleum gas (LPG)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic power demand (daily average)</td>
<td>6.61 kW average (summer), 3.91 kW (winter)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic energy demand per day</td>
<td>58.53 kWh (summer), 30.05 kWh (winter)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current total commercial energy demand per day</td>
<td>86.6 kWh (rice mill, water pump, office equipment)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current municipal services demand</td>
<td>2 kW for health posts, police station</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New renewable installations recommended by PEEDA to meet current demand following initial site study</td>
<td>Three 5kW wind turbines (total 15 kW), solar panels to aggregate of 5 kW solar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Modelling Demand over 24 hours

The field study has provided estimates of the composite domestic, commercial and municipal energy demand per day (Table 1). However, the instantaneous power demand will follow an irregular pattern over the course of a day.

3.2.1 Domestic Instantaneous Power Demand

Figure 4 shows a rural domestic consumption pattern over a 24-hour period in October, based on measured data from Bhanbhane, Gulmi, Nepal in 2012 [30]. As it exhibits typical Nepalese rural domestic consumption patterns over a day, it has been adapted for use in modelling the rural load considered in this work. The measured power over the course of a day on one household in Bhanbhane gave rise to a total energy consumption of 0.39 kWh; this has been normalised to 1 kWh energy consumption over the course of 24 hours as shown in Figure 4. It can then be scaled to reflect the domestic energy demands set out in Table 1.

![Fig. 4. Measured rural domestic power consumption pattern in Nepal over 24-hour period (normalised to 1 kWh).](image)
3.2.2 Commercial and Municipal Power Demand

The commercial and municipal power consumption is more predictable than domestic over the course of 24 hours and is shown in Figure 5. The commercial load is comprised of a water pump, rice mill, and office requirements (photocopy machine and printer). The municipal load comprises office lighting and equipment requirements for a health post, police station, co-operative, VDC office and forestry office. The separate and combined commercial and municipal power load over the course of 24 hours is also shown in Figure 5.

![Figure 5. Commercial and municipal power consumption requirements in Mityal over 24 hours.](image)

3.3 Modelling Solar Power

The solar panel modelling technique used is taken from [31], with the photovoltaic panels assumed to be Solarland photovoltaic panels [32], which are currently available in Nepal. The pertinent details for the typical panels are set out in Table 2, which shows they operate with consistent open circuit and rated voltages, with only the rated output current varying as the power output increases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PV Panel Property</th>
<th>Properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STC Rating</td>
<td>20 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage @ Pmax (Vmp)</td>
<td>17.2 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Circuit Voltage (Voc)</td>
<td>21.6 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current at Pmax (Imp)</td>
<td>1.16 A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 – Solarland photovoltaic panel details [32]

Using site GPS co-ordinates, daily averaged solar data from NASA [33] is used. The site provides an average insolation energy of 5.22 kWh/m²/day over the course of a year, increasing in June to 5.8 kWh/m²/day. Assuming no cloud cover or shading, the insolation power varies diurnally [34], shown in Figure 7, reaching a maximum of 1,012 W/m². This is then used as an input to the solar panel models for analysis over the course of a day.
Fig. 6. Diurnal cycle of insolation at Mityal (27° latitude) in June.

Photovoltaic panel performance is also temperature dependent, and therefore temperature is an input for the solar panel model. There is no locally recorded temperature information, so an average temperature based on the site location [35] has been used, which is 28.1 °C in June.

3.4 Modelling Wind Power

Wind data was recorded at the site every 10 minutes, and averaged every 2 hours, over a period of 9 months at 20, 30 and 40m by the Alternative Energy Promotion Centre (APEC), Nepal [26], as shown in Figure 8. This averaged wind speed data is combined with gust modelling, using a small Gaussian distributed random signal with a mean of 0 m/s and a variance of 3 m/s, to determine the wind speed. The wind turbine model used in the Simulink simulation is a 1.5 kW turbine model typical of community scale wind turbines in Nepal and used by the authors in previous work [36].

Fig. 7. Wind speeds measured by AEPC at Ruksibhanjyang.

3.5 System Layout

From the details in given in [26], the Ruksibhanjyang DC microgrid system layout is shown in Figure 9.
During the initial field study, suitable solar power, wind turbine and powerhouse locations were identified, as shown in Figure 3. The distance between the wind turbine and solar panel and the powerhouse, where the solar and wind resource connection points are, is estimated to be 28.3 m and 14.2 m respectively. It is assumed that the storage is located at the powerhouse site. The approximate distance of the transmission line running between the powerhouse site and the village captured during the field visit was measured to be 1.4 km. Within Ruksibhanjyang village the total distribution wire length was measured to be 1 km. For simplicity, the composite village demand has been modelled as two separate loads, each with cabling to them of 0.5 km. The transmission and distribution distances are illustrated as resistances in Fig. 8. Using standard 100 mm² Aluminium Conductor Steel Reinforced (ACSR) lines have been selected for the transmission and distribution lines [26], which will have a resistance of 0.30 Ω/km [37] this gives the line resistance values in Table 3.

**Table 3** – Line resistance values in DC microgrid

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line Number</th>
<th>Linking Locations</th>
<th>Distance (m)</th>
<th>Resistance (mΩ)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Solar PV – Powerhouse</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Powerhouse – Industrial/Municipal Load</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Wind Turbine – Powerhouse</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Powerhouse – Domestic Load</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Storage – Powerhouse</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.6 Droop Control Parameters

The droop curves shown in Figure 3 are used in this simulation, with $V_{\text{nom}} = 420$ V and $V_{\text{rated}} = 400$ V. The maximum current, $I_{\text{rated}}$, is dependent on the power available to the source, or the state of charge of the storage system, and is scaled as described in Section 2 and [25].

The maximum output power from solar panels is approximately proportional to the product of their power rating and insolation, ignoring temperature effects and will therefore vary. Accordingly, the maximum power available from the solar panel, based on the rated panel power at standard conditions and the insolation, is fed forward into the droop controller. This sets the value of the maximum current $I_{\text{rated}}$ for droop control at minimum voltage $V_{\text{rated}}$.

For the wind turbine, the output power is directly proportional to the cube of the wind speed. As the rated power of the wind turbine at rated speed of 10 m/s is 15 kW, the droop control permits the output voltage to range from its nominal 420 V down to a minimum of 400 V at full output power. Therefore, $I_{\text{rated}}$ for the wind turbine droop control is 39.47 A at 10 m/s wind speed.
Two different model types have been developed in this work. Section 4 models the system electrical parameters and demonstrates droop control over a short term basis of up to 24 hours using Matlab and Simulink. Section 5 investigates system capacity over the course of a year using HOMER.

4. ELECTRICAL PARAMETERS AND DROOP CONTROL SIMULATION RESULTS

In order to assess the electrical parameters of the system and the efficacy of DC droop control in light of variations over time in solar, wind and loads over the course of a 24 hour period, power systems modelling must be carried out. This has been done in Matlab/Simulink as explained in the following sections.

4.1 Creation of the DC Microgrid Model in Simulink

A summary of the key model parameters are shown in Table 4.

Table 4 – Summary of Power Sources, Loads and DC Network Simulation Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulated Network Characteristics</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wind turbine</td>
<td>15 kW rated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 x 200 W solar panels</td>
<td>Aggregate solar power 5 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC distributed network</td>
<td>400 V rated +/- 5% at source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System voltage drop</td>
<td>≤ 10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic load (Max. Demand)</td>
<td>58.5 kWh in 1 day (4.3 kW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial load (Max. Demand)</td>
<td>86.6 kWh in 1 day (11 kW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Municipal load (Max. Demand)</td>
<td>12.0 kWh in 1 day (2 kW)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The scaled profile varying domestic demand over the course of a day, shown in Figure 4 was used as an input to the load model in Simulink. Based on a given power consumption profile and measured grid voltage, a signal could be generated to control a controlled current source emulating a load, as shown in Figure 9.

Fig. 9. Simulating 24-hour domestic load with scaled variable power consumption in Simulink using a voltage controlled current source
The composite municipal and industrial load is modelled in Simulink as a second load using the same technique as the domestic load.

The following sections will demonstrate the operation of the linear and non-linear adaptive droop control described in Section 2, then simulate different microgrid arrangements without and with storage.

### 4.2 Adaptive Droop Control Demonstration

To demonstrate the source-power adaptive droop control, a simple simulation is conducted, using a DC source with variable input power that utilises both the linear and non-linear adaptive droop control described in Section 2. With a single source, and droop control parameters previously given in Section 3.6, the load current is varied between 20 and 40 amps, and at 2 seconds, the maximum output power for the source reduces by half. The source output voltage and current are shown in Figure 10.

**Fig. 10.** (a) Linear and (b) Non-linear adaptive droop control demonstration with changing load demand and source maximum output current.

Figure 10 shows that as the current demand increases from 20 to 40 A, the voltage in the linear control droops from 416 V to 412 V, whereas the voltage in the non-linear control droops from 419.2 V to 416.8 V. Then, as the source output power drops by half after 1 second, both the linear and non-linear controlled source voltage droops further to 404 V. Finally, when the current demand reduces to 20 A, the linear controlled voltage increases to 412 V, whilst the non-linear controlled version increases to 413 V.

From this, we can see that the non-linear droop control is able to better regulate the output source voltage at the nominal grid voltage, drooping less than the linear control, especially at low voltages. This reduces the need to trade-off power sharing and voltage regulation in this system. This simulation has therefore demonstrated that the droop control is able to change the source output voltage dependent on measured output current and source power.

### 4.3 DC Microgrid with Storage

A DC microgrid simulation is created to replicate Ruksibhanjyang’s layout, with the generation and load sources described in Section 3, using the linear and non-linear droop control demonstrated in Section 4.2 above. The simulation is run using the residential and combined industrial and municipal loads Figures 4 and 5, assuming insolation and wind speed from Figures 6 and 7. It is assumed that the storage can output a maximum aggregate current of 100 A at 400 V, through a power electronic interface. Figure 11 (a) shows the variation of supply and load currents and voltages over a 24 hour period, with Figure 11 (b) showing the change in battery charge over the same period using linear droop control. Similar results are obtained for non-linear control.
Figure 11 (a) DC microgrid simulation outputs for voltage and current using linear droop control over a 24 hour period. (b) Battery state of charge change over a 24 hour period.

(PV/Wind/Batt – from PV, wind turbine or battery, Load – total load values, I – current, Vgrid – grid voltage at power house)

Figure 11 shows that at the beginning of the day, there is an excess in generation so the storage in the system will charge, hence the negative current in the battery. As the load increases at 5.30 am, the PV and wind generation is not enough to support the load, therefore the battery feeds power into the grid, exporting current into the grid. As the load changes throughout the day, the battery charges and discharges. At the end of the 24 hour period, the battery is approximately 80% charged, assuming the system started at 100%. Therefore, the generation is not able to completely support the load, and will require additional generation capacity.
Therefore, we have demonstrated that both linear and non-linear droop control can operate to allow DC sources to supply varying loads under varying source conditions across a day. However, the initial generation source capacity is inadequate to support the time varying load. The insolation, wind speed and load will change over time, whether seasonally or as electrical usage increases over time; therefore a more detailed analysis is required to design the most appropriate size of generation sources and storage capacity to supply the load.

5. HOMER ANALYSIS AND OPTIMISATION OF SYSTEM CAPACITY

The HOMER model is useful in specifying the system capacity requirements for different system permutations for input parameters such as a wind and solar data and demand profiles. To assess the ability of the proposed renewable energy installation to meet combined domestic municipal and commercial loads in Ruksibhanjyang, Mityal VDC, the source, storage and load requirements have been modelled over the course of one year using HOMER [38] microgrid design software in order to assess the minimum system capacity to meet the village’s load requirements.

5.1 Wind Power Modelling in HOMER

To model the 5 kW wind turbines specified for future installation (Table 1); a generic wind turbine model was used, rather than modelling one from a specific manufacturer. Within HOMER’s optimisation parameters, 5kW DC wind turbine models were chosen. The power curve of the turbine, assuming a fixed pitch, stall regulated system, is shown in Figure 12.

![Power curve for a generic 5 kW wind turbine used in the HOMER model](image)

Average monthly wind inputs were used in the HOMER model. These were based on taking an average of the hourly wind measurements at the height of 20m shown in Figure 7 set out in the PEEDA site report [26] and is shown in Figure 13.
Fig. 13. Average monthly wind input to HOMER model based on hourly measurements taken by APEC in Ruksibhanjyang at a height of 20m.

5.2 Solar Power Modelling in HOMER

The solar input data for the purposes of modelling in HOMER was provided based on in-built NASA models based on the location and altitude of Ruksibhanjyang specified in Table 1 is shown in Figure 14.

Fig. 14. Solar data from NASA employed in HOMER model based on location and altitude data for Ruksibhanjyang set out in Table 1.

5.3 Load Modelling in HOMER

Two separate loads have been modelled in HOMER; a domestic load and a combined municipal/commercial load. In HOMER, the domestic load has been modelled to be the same every day all year round, using the load figures for summer from Table 1 rather than winter to provide a ‘worst case’ analysis. The domestic load modelled on an hourly basis in HOMER is shown as a bar graph in Figure 15 and is based on a scaled profile shown in Figure 4.
The hourly combined municipal and commercial load was modelled in HOMER as shown in Figure 16 which is based on Figure 5. The combined commercial and municipal load is assumed constant day to day throughout the year.
5.4 Storage Modelling in HOMER

The sizing of battery storage has not explicitly been specified in the PEEDA [26] study for the Ruksibhanjyang site. However, for the purposes of modelling in HOMER, strings of 34 Vision CP12240D 12 V batteries have been chosen to provide storage at a nominal 408 V DC to reflect the specified bus voltage. The capacity of these batteries is each 0.288 kWh and they will thus provide 9.792 kWh of energy storage per string. Assuming the composite domestic, commercial and municipal energy requirement is approximately 145 kWh per day; this is equivalent to the energy stored in 15 strings each of 34 batteries in length (510 batteries).

5.5 Capacity of PEEDA installation recommendations to meet annual energy demand

The initial PEEDA site study [26], based on estimated total daily energy requirements for Ruksibhanjyang, recommended that 5 kW solar and 15 kW of wind capacity be installed in the village to meet annual demand.

The HOMER model has initially been set up to verify whether the recommended 5 kW solar and 15 kW wind capacity suggested in the PEEDA report was capable of providing the full required capacity over the course of a year, when combined with various storage capacity options during the optimisation. The PEEDA report’s initial assumptions on power produced by sources and consumed by loads is set out in Table 1.

Running the HOMER model for the search space for 5 kW solar, 15 kW wind and incrementally larger storage capacity resulted in an optimal result within those constraints of a shortfall in annual capacity of 44%. This optimal result with a 44% shortfall requires the installation of 4080 batteries (8 days’ worth of storage). Increasing the storage beyond this did not improve the shortfall in capacity.

The shortfall in capacity identified in HOMER arises for several reasons. First, the HOMER model assumes that 100% of Ruksibhanjyang’s energy requirement will be met using renewable sources and that the currently installed 7.4 kW rice mill diesel engine referred to in Table 1 will be replaced by renewable power. Second, the PEEDA report compiled initially did not consider the typical daily profile of loads shown in Figure 16 and 17, but estimated total daily energy requirements. Third, the domestic load modelled in HOMER has been taken to be the higher summer load requirement in order to produce a more conservative model; PEEDA’s modelling assumed a reduction in domestic energy consumption in winter (see Table 1).

5.6 Combinations of Solar, Wind and Storage which collectively meet demand over the course of a year

The HOMER model was therefore adapted to increase the available wind and solar to combinations greater than those recommended by PEEDA [26]. This was to find the minimum combination of wind, solar and storage which will meet Ruksibhanjyan’s minimum annual energy requirements. The possible minimum combinations of solar, wind and storage which meet the total energy requirements of Ruksibhanjyang over the course of a year are shown in Table 5. As part of this work, analysis has not been carried out of the relative financial costs of these options in terms of initial installation, ongoing maintenance and replacement costs. As a result, six viable options which meet capacity requirements are presented.
Table 5 – Minimum energy source and storage combinations to meet required energy capacity over the course of a year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource Type</th>
<th>Viable Combinations providing minimum capacity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wind (5kW turbines)</td>
<td>3 6 3 3 4 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar (kW)</td>
<td>25 20 20 23 21 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP12240D 12 V Battery (number)</td>
<td>1020 1020 1530 850 850 1020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery storage capacity (kWh)</td>
<td>293.76 293.76 440.64 244.8 244.8 293.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. DISCUSSION

Using the results from the HOMER analysis in Table 5, a further simulation can be run in Simulink to show the first potential solution of generation sources, 15 kW of wind turbines, 25 kWp of solar PV panels and 294 kWh of battery storage. The current measurements from the simulation are shown in Figure 17 (a), with the battery state of charge shown in Figure 17 (b).
As can be seen from Figure 17, the generation sources can still supply the load, with the battery able to recharge itself during the day to return to its original state of charge. With the 5-fold increase in PV generation capacity, this is able to provide more power during the daytime, allowing the battery to charge during the day, before it discharges during the evening demand peaks. There is also sufficient headroom for the system, to allow for load growth.

This microgrid system also demonstrates the expandable, incrementally affordable nature that can be achieved through microgrids. As the load grows, additional generation and storage elements can be added to the system, which is made easier by utilising a distributed control system such as droop control as it requires no knowledge of the system layout, only local measurements of current and voltage. Therefore, if the cost for the required generation or storage to support the full load is not initially available, an initial system can be installed with part-load capacity, and tighter load controls to ensure the microgrid is not overloaded. Then, after some time when additional capital is available, which could potentially be generated from supplying loads from the microgrid system, the full-load capacity of the system can be installed.

7. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented a DC microgrid system, interfacing renewable sources using a power electronic interface with droop functions. A case study site in Ruksibhanjyang village, Mityal, Nepal is simulated to demonstrate the performance of the system to variable generation and loads. HOMER is used to examine the storage requirements for the insolation, wind and load profiles at Ruksibhanjyang, Mityal for different combinations of solar and wind generating capacities, showing that the solar and wind system capacity needs to be scaled-up from the initial estimates from PEEDA based on daily energy consumption, to meet the year-round power requirements.

Although numerous previous studies have investigated the use of HOMER and similar software for initial design sizing of hybrid renewable energy systems, the novel aspect of this study is the application of subsequent Simulink analyses to illustrate autonomous power sharing between the specified wind and solar sources. This sharing has been carried out through droop control (adapted to include elements which act as a source or sink) and operates in response to changing parameters over the course of a day such as loads and insolation. Storage is included in the daily simulation, demonstrating the benefit of storage in the system, but the requirements of adequate generation to ensure the daily draw on the battery does not exceed the recharging capabilities. Recommendations for further work
include developing a hardware in the loop test facility to further investigate system sizing and grid control
issues and demand side management. The socio-economic aspects of provision of a new grid have not
been examined, therefore appropriate future work would be the examination of socio-economic delivery
mechanisms for expandable microgrid technologies and exploring the economic pay-off between
generation and storage capacity costs.
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